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02  Now open Main.as and take a 
look at the code. Up to Line 44 is our 
basic class imports and variable 
declarations, then on line 50 in the 
constructor we call browseForSettings. 
This shows a dialog browse window 
when the app starts, and we need to 
point this to the config.xml file that sits 
in the xml folder so that we can keep it 
flexible by having external control over 
the app settings.

01  First copy all the files from your disc to your computer. In the PSD folder 
you’ll see the basic Photoshop file of all the assets used for this application. Jump into 
the Flash/uploader directory and open Main.fla. Double-click on the tag on stage and 
then onto the tag again, and you’ll see the Flash assets laid out ready to use.

03  Once config.xml is selected, 
the loadSettings method is called. It 
loads the file, then on completion calls 
the setup method, which then stores the 
app settings in the global Config class, 
sets up various functionality and calls 
the resize method to make sure the 
application is positioned correctly. Next, 
setupTag sets movie references and the 
default view of the app, calls showTag 
and adds the tag to the display.
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05  Next, startImageUpload updates the view of the 
app and then starts the upload process by passing in all 
of the bitmaps we have loaded into memory. As before, 
imageUploadUpdated updates with each new image 
uploaded, then once they have completed, 
imageUploadComplete calls startXMLUpload to build 
the XML file.

04   showTag does a drop-in animation to show the tag with a slight delay to give 
the app time to initialise. Then on Lines 143-159 we have the close functionality for 
the app, and in setupDragDrop we set up the drag-and-drop functionality. Once the 
user drops a bunch of images onto the app, dragDropStarted is called to change the 
view,then dragDropImagesLoading updates with each new image loaded. 
dragDropImagesReady is called when completed, and fires off a delayed call to start 
the image uploading process.

Subscribe at www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/coa/p090 or see page 92  Computer Arts September 2010

08  In the uk/co/creativewax directory, open DragDropImages.as. We start with 
our imports and variables. In at the top of the variables are some constants that we 
are going to use for Events. In the constructor, we set a reference to the movie passed 
in, then set up our drag and drop events. Our drag enter event calls onDragEnter, which 
checks to see we are dragging anything onto the app and, if so, accepts the drag drop 
functionality on the movie.

07  Lines 251 onwards have updateView, which updates the reference to the tag 
movie currently being displayed, and either shows or hides them. Next, updateLoader 
updates text and a visual loading bar on screen for certain views. Then we have our 
stage setup method called through the global Config class, and our stage resize 
method for positioning the tag.

06  startXMLUpload passes the amount of images 
uploaded to the XMLUploader class to build an XML file to run 
the final app later on. Once completed, xmlUploadComplete is 
called and we update to our last view and add a mouse down 
event to show the slideshow. When viewSimpleSlideShow is 
called, we set up a URL with a couple of parameters passed on 
the end for setting up the slideshow. Then we close the app.

09  onDragDrop gets a list of files dropped onto the app, 
then resets the loading counters. We then loop through the files 
to see if they are the format we want. If so, we start to load the 
image. Once the image is loaded, imageLoaded is called, we get 
a reference to the bitmap, check the size of it and resample it if 
necessary. We then add it to the _images Vector and check if all 
the images have been loaded.
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14  In the 
viewer/build directory 
we need to upload the 
files to our live or local 
server. If you’ve 
uploaded them to your 
server, get the 
properties of the 
uploads folder and 
change its 
permissions to 777 
(read/write/execute 
all). upload.php takes 
a file and moves it to 
the folder (path) we 
specify, and index.php 
is a basic HTML page 
with one bit of PHP for 
capturing the 
query-string 
settingsXML and 
passing it into Flash.

13  Go back into Main.fla, click 
onto Adobe AIR Settings and edit them. 
Go to the Signature tab. To publish an 
AIR file we need to include a certificate. 
I’ve included one in the uploader folder 
called mycert.p12, with creativewax as 
the password. You can create a new one 
then hit Publish to create the AIR file. 

12  The last main class used throughout the app is the 
Config.as. It’s a very simple class, holding static variables that 
we can access globally and a stage setup method which also 
makes sure the app is always in front of other content. The 
Utils class is my personal collection of various methods that 
I use all the time, and I wrote the DelayCall class as a simple 
way of delaying a call to a method whilst retaining the 
arguments we want to send to it.

15  Go to the viewer/src 
directory and open the Main.as 
class. It’s a very simple slideshow 
class, which starts by getting 
parameters passed in from the 
index.php page on Lines 34-35, 
then loads the XML file. We load all 
the images on Line 67 using the 
ImageLoader class, and once they 
are ready call getNextImage. Lines 
87-141 take care of checking 
which image to show, showing it, 
hiding it, and finally removing it 
from the display and memory. The 
last method resize always makes 
sure the current image fits the 
screen size.

11   XMLUploader.as has much the same functionality for 
uploading as ImageUploader.as had, the only difference being 
that in the start method we set up a String with XML content in, 
which will be used as the configuration file for our viewer app. 
The other difference is that we create a ByteArray, add the XML 
String to it and specify the data format to be iso-8859-1.

10   Open ImageUploader.as. In this we start by keeping a reference to the 
images passed in, and then call checkUpload which checks to see if all images have 
been uploaded. If not, the upload method is called which compresses the bitmap with 
the Adobe JPGEncoder class. Then, utilising the UploadPostHelper class, we post the 
data to the server and track the progress with onImageProgress. As an image is 
uploaded, we call onImageCreated and check if all images have been uploaded.

Future considerations 
 This is a good starting point 
for expanding this app into a truly 
worthwhile tool for either yourself or a 
client. Good considerations might be 
building a more comprehensive viewing 
app or expanding the functionality of AIR 
to upload multiple batches of images or 
different data formats together.
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